Introduction
Soft Gamma Repeaters (SGRs) together with Anomalous X-ray Pulsars (AXPs) comprise a small group of X-ray pulsars with many observational similarities. They have slow spin periods clustered in a narrow range (P ∼ 2 − 12 s), and relatively large period derivatives (Ṗ ∼ 10 −13 − 10 −10 s s −1 ). Their inferred surface dipole magnetic fields of 10 14 −10 15 G (Kouveliotou et al. 1998 (Kouveliotou et al. , 1999 , place these sources at the extreme end of the distribution of magnetic fields in astrophysical objects. Such objects were predicted theoretically by Duncan & Thompson (1992) , Paczynski (1992) , and by Usov (1992) ; the former team named such high B−field sources "magnetars". Phenomenologically, a distinct difference between AXPs and SGRs is manifested by their bursting activity behavior. SGRs have been observed to undergo active episodes with a multitude of short, soft bursts with energies upwards 10 36 erg, reaching over 10 45 erg in the case of the very rare Giant Flares. AXPs, on the other hand, are not such prolific and energetic bursters. As a result, SGRs were historically discovered from their burst activity, while AXPs were set aside from rotation-powered X-ray pulsars by their timing properties with no bursts. This changed in 2002, when Gavriil et al. (2002) discovered bursts from the AXP 1E1048.1−5937; today almost all AXPs have also been shown to emit SGR-like bursts, albeit fainter. As a group, magnetars are persistent X-ray emitters with X-ray luminosities ranging between 10 32 − 10 36 erg s −1 , larger than those obtained by rotational energy losses, supporting the hypothesis that magnetic field dissipation powers their X-ray emission. Alternative models, such as e.g., accretion from a fossil supernova fall-back disk, have also been invoked to explain the magnetar emission; for comprehensive reviews see Woods & Thompson (2006) and Mereghetti (2008) and references therein. SGR J1550 − 5418 is a source that has undergone multiple identity changes. The source was discovered in 1980 with the Einstein observatory (Einstein source: 1E 1547.0 − 5408) during a search for X-ray counterparts of COS-B unidentified γ-ray sources (Lamb & Markert 1981) . The Advanced Satellite for Cosmology and Astrophysics (ASCA) confirmed the detection during a Galactic Plane survey in 1998 (ASCA source: AX J155052-5418, Sugizaki et al. 2001) . Gelfand & Gaensler (2007) proposed, on the basis of XMM-Newton and Chandra X-ray Observatory (CXO) observations in 2004 and 2006, a potential magnetar/SNR association between this X-ray source and the Galactic radio shell G327.24 − 0.13. The location in the center of the SNR candidate, the relatively soft X-ray spectrum and the X-ray variability favored a magnetar model explanation, however the XMM observation only set an upper-limit for the peak-to-peak pulsed fraction. The crucial piece of evidence was finally provided by radio observations (PSR J1550−5418; Camilo et al. 2007) . Their measurement of the spin period of 2.07 s and period derivative of 2.3 × 10 −11 s s −1 led to an estimate for the surface magnetic dipole field of B ∼ 2.2 × 10 14 G, which confirmed the magnetar nature of the source.
Due to the lack of bursting activity, the source was initially characterized as an AXP (Camilo et al. 2007 ). However, in 2008/2009 the source entered an extremely active period emitting a plethora of SGR-like bursts, in three active episodes, of which the first and the last were the least prolific. Based on the main episode behavior, during which several hundreds of bursts were emitted during a 24-hour period, similar to the burst "storms" of SGRs 1627−41 (Esposito et al. 2008) , SGR 1900 + 14 (Gögüş et al. 1999; Israel et al. 2008) and SGR 1806 − 20 (Gögüş et al. 2000) , the source was renamed as SGR J1550 − 5418 (Palmer 2009 , Kouveliotou et al. 2009 . A detailed study of the 2008 October Swift X-ray bursts from SGR J1550 − 5418 is presented in Israel et al. (2010) . A detailed analysis of ∼ 200 bursts detected within a few hours on January 22 with the International Gamma-Ray Astrophysics Laboratory (INTEGRAL), is presented in Mereghetti et al. (2009) and Savchenko et al. (2010) .
Finally, Terada et al. (2009) present the analysis of over 250 bursts (50 keV to 5 MeV) detected with the Suzaku/Wide-band All-sky Monitor (WAM), while the observations of the Swift/BAT, KonusWind, and RHESSI are published by Gronwall et al. (2009) , Golenetskii et al. (2009), and Bellm et al. (2009) , respectively.
Chandra and RXTE observations, performed after the 2008 and 2009 outbursts, provided evidence of a decoupling between magnetar spin and radiative properties (Ng et al. 2011 ). The pulsar spin-down was observed to increase by a factor of 2.2 during the first 2008 event, in absence of a corresponding spectral change. During the more energetic 2009 events no such variation was found. A comprehensive analysis of multiple instrument Xray data by Bernardini et al. (2011) recorded since the 1980 discovery of the source, showed that the X-ray flux history can be grouped into three levels: low, intermediate and high. The observed persis-tent spectra harden when transitioning from the low to the high state, with the power-law component becoming flatter and the temperature of the blackbody increasing. During the high flux state the pulsed fraction decreases with energy and shows an anti-correlation with the X-ray flux.
The Gamma-ray Burst Monitor (GBM) onboard Fermi detected all three active episodes of the source. A detailed temporal and (integrated) spectral study of the main (second) burst episode (2009 January 22 to 29) comprising 286 bursts was published by van der Horst et al. (2012) . A search in the Fermi /LAT data in the 0.1−10 GeV energy range did not reveal significant gamma-ray emission (Abdo et al. 2010) . During this episode, the first GBM trigger on 2009 January 22, showed a ∼ 150 s long persistent emission with intriguing timing and spectral properties. Kaneko et al. (2010) identified coherent pulsations up to ∼ 110 keV at the spin period of the neutron star and an additional (to a power-law) blackbody component required to model the enhanced emission spectra. The favored emission scenario is a surface hot spot with the dimensions of the magnetically confined plasma near the neutron star surface (roughly a few ×10
−5 of the neutron star area). Tiengo et al. (2010) claimed two best fit source distances of 3.9 kpc and ∼ 5 kpc, using the X-ray rings around SGR J1550 − 5418 produced by dust-scattering. Here we adopt a distance of 5 kpc.
Such an extensive burst activity with hundreds of bursts within a few days has only been observed from three more sources in the past: SGRs 1806 − 20, 1900 + 14 and 1627 − 41. However, lower level burst activity prior to the main bursting episode was only seen from SGRs 1900 + 14 and 1806 − 20. Detailed spectral analyses of the bursts from these sources showed that the spectral properties of the earlier bursts were not distinct from those occurring during their peak activity episodes (Gögüş et al. 1999 (Gögüş et al. , 2000 . In contrast, in SGR J1550 − 5418 the "before" and "after" burst episodes (2008 October and 2009 March -April ) were significantly different than the main "storm" of activity: the burst rates and event intensities were much lower. We report here our spectral analysis results of the first and last bursting episode from SGR J1550 − 5418, where we see for the first time a clear distinction between the spectral shapes of events detected before and after the main active episode of the source. Therefore, we find here an intriguing new type of behavior that was not observed before in other SGRs. In §2 we present an overview of the source burst activity as seen with GBM, while §3 presents detailed temporal and spectral analysis of the bursts. Since this is the first soft transient source detected with GBM, we discuss here also the GBM location accuracy for soft sources. We discuss our results and in particular the implications of the spectral differences between the two episodes in §4.
Overview of the GBM Observations of SGR J1550 − 5418 bursts
On 2008 October 3, GBM triggered four times on soft bursts consistent with the same Galactic location (von Kienlin & Briggs 2008) . The source triggered also the Swift satellite (Krimm et al. 2008a,b) approximately 25 min after the first GBM trigger, enabling an accurate location and the subsequent identification of the source with the magnetar candidate 1E 1547.0 − 5408 (Rea et al. 2008) . The GBM locations were all consistent with the 1E 1547.0 − 5408 position (see section 3.2). None of the GBM bursts on 2008 October were detected with Swift, as the two spacecrafts were on opposite sides of the Earth; an untriggered burst search did not reveal any additional bursts. The last GBM burst activity was recorded on 2008 Oct 10, 12:53:38 UT (van der Horst& Briggs 2008 .
The source became active again on 2009 January 22, in a second period of extremely high bursting activity (Connaughton & Briggs 2009; von Kienlin & Connaughton 2009; Kouveliotou et al. 2009; Mereghetti et al. 2009 ), with several short and very bright bursts occurring at intervals of a few seconds to about 150 s between average bursts. In the next ∼ 30 d, the instrument triggered on 117 discrete bursts through February 24, of which 15 were extremely intense, saturating the data rate. During the first 24 hr (January 22) only 41 triggers were recorded since GBM flight software requires a minimum of 596 s between triggers. A search for untriggered events revealed a total of ∼450 bursts during this 24 hr period (Kaneko et al. 2010; van der Horst et al. 2012) . The source remained active until 2009 February 24, albeit with a decreased rate of roughly two Figure 1 as the number of events per day, exhibiting a distinct peak at the beginning of the second activity period (MJD 54850). , left out by the untriggered burst search, we can only exclude the occurrence of additional events by the fact that GBM and any other instrument did not trigger on bursts from this source. This is corroborated by the finding that all burst detected by the untriggered bursts search during the activity periods presented here, did trigger GBM or occurred during the ∼ 600 s time period where GBM switched into trigger mode.
Data analysis
The Fermi/GBM instrument comprises two different types of scintillation detectors. Burst locations and the low energy part of spectra (8 keV to 1 MeV) are provided by an array of 12 Thalliumactivated sodium iodide (NaI) scintillator detectors (numbered from NaI 0 to NaI 11). The two Bismuth Germanate (BGO) detectors are extend- with comparable intensity to burst #20 shown in the panel above. The light curves were obtained by adding counts of the two detectors (depicted in the panels in hexadecimal notation, n0 ... nb), which showed the highest peak count rates.
ing the spectral coverage to ∼ 40 MeV (for a detailed overview of the instrument and its capabilities see Meegan et al. 2009 ). Here we use only the spectral data below 200 keV, since none of the examined bursts showed emission at higher energies. GBM provides several trigger data types: the continuous high spectral resolution data CSPEC, with 128 energy channels, logarithmically spaced over the energy range of the NaI detectors and 1.024 s time resolution; the continuous high time resolution CTIME data, binned at 64 ms, with only 8 channel spectral resolution; and the TimeTagged Event (TTE) data, which we used for the analysis of the relatively short SGR bursts. The TTE data consist of a time-tagged photon event list with a temporal resolution as low as 2 µs and the same spectral resolution as the CPSEC data. The TRIGDAT data, the first burst information, quickly downlinked after a burst trigger, are comprising information on background rates, the burst intensity, hardness ratio, localization, and classification, which is needed for the on-ground localization.
Data Selection Criteria
Fermi is operated in sky-scanning survey mode, with the viewing direction rocking to North and South by 35
• from the zenith on alternate orbits, at a slew rate up to several degrees per minute. This operation mode causes a continuous change of the angle between the source and the detector normal. We have analyzed here bursts viewed by detectors with source aspect angles less than 40
• . This selection is justified by the softer SGR spectra and the detector effective area, which is decreasing more rapidly with source angle for softer photons (Bissaldi et al. 2009 ). None of the selected detectors was subject to blockage from other parts of the Fermi spacecraft. Figure 2 shows a 200 s section of the TTE data light curve during the first trigger bn081003.377 in 64 ms bins. As indicated on the figure, we find eight untriggered bursts during this period, in addition to the one that triggered the instrument at ∼ 0 s. Table 1 lists the start times of all individual bursts related to the trigger time, together with the detector numbers and data types used in our analysis. In this first trigger, detectors NaI 1 & 2 had the smallest source aspect angle during the ∼ 330 s TTE data period. At times starting after the TTE data type ends until the end of the trigger mode at ∼ 600 s, only continuous CSPEC & CTIME data are recorded, and detector NaI 5 also fulfills the < 40
• selection criterion. Table 1 ; see also Figure 2 ). The next two panels show untriggered bursts: the first event at T 0 ∼ −19.9 s, which was too weak to trigger GBM, and bursts # 7 & #8, observed at T 0 + 117.5 s. The light curve of the brightest event during this period, Burst # 20, which triggered GBM one day later, is shown in the forth panel. The shape, intensity and duration of all these events are typical for all other bursts observed during the 2008 October activity period.
During the 2009 March -April period only 15 bursts (also listed in Table 1 ) were observed, including two very bright bursts with single detector peak count rates > 1 × 10 5 cnt/s. At these high count rates the performance of GBM is affected by dead time and pulse pile-up as described in detail in Meegan et al. (2009) . The light curve of trigger bn090322.944 (Burst # 24 of Table 1 , shown in the first, bottom row panel of Figure 3 ), saturated GBM for ∼ 100 ms. The flat plateau from T 0 + ∼ 80 ms to T 0 + ∼ 185 ms is caused by the clipping of TTE events at the maximum rate of the High Speed Science Data Bus (HSSDB). Burst # 29 (trigger bn090330.237), shown in the second panel, reached a single detector peak count rate of about > 3.5 × 10 4 cnt/s, resulting in dead time of 10%. The third panel shows the second brightest burst (Burst # 31 of Table 1 ) with an observed single detector peak count rate of ∼ 1 × 10 5 cnt/s and a dead time of 50%. The non saturated bursts of the 2009 March -April period are on average brighter than the bursts observed in 2008 October. The right most panel of the bottom row shows Burst # 25, which is comparable in brightness to the brightest burst observed during 2008 October. Table 1 lists detailed trigger information for all events as well as the time periods (Start-& Stop-columns), used for our spectral analysis. The high temporal resolution of the TTE (2 µs) easily accommodates the analysis of the bursts. The 0.064 s continuous CTIME data cannot be used for our spectral analysis, due to their coarser spectral resolution. CSPEC data were used only for burst # 15 (Table 1) , which was located inside the one CSPEC 1.024 s integration time with a signal to background ratio high enough to allow spectral analysis (this burst was excluded from temporal analysis).
Soft Burst Location Systematics
We determined for all 21 triggered bursts in Table 1 an approximate on-ground location using the TRIGDAT-data, to check the consistency of the GBM derived locations with the accurately known source position. These locations were computed using the Daughter Of Locburst (DOL) locationfinding code, which is comparing observed rates to a table of calculated relative rates in the 12 NaI detectors for each of 41168 directions (at 1 degree resolution) in spacecraft coordinates by utilizing a chi-squared fit. Compared to the on-board flight software locations, the DOL is including atmospheric and spacecraft scattering more accurately, using a finer angular grid and is more properly accounting for differences in burst spectra. In addition DOL also corrects for the recording dead time. A dedicated table was prepared especially for soft events with rates integrated over the 5 − 50 keV energy range.
The right panel of Figure 4 shows the calculated locations and their statistic uncertainties (radius of 1σ containment) for both activity periods. The two left panels are showing the location accuracy distributions, as absolute distance in degrees from the source position (top), and as distance in number of 1σ radii (bottom). Roughly 86% of the locations are consistent with the source position within 3σ error radii. A similar percentage are located < 8
• from the actual source position in a flat distribution. It should be noted that the three Table 2 , with the exception of trigger bn090322.944, the saturated burst #24 (see Figure 3 bottom row, leftmost panel). In this case the location was derived for one selected ∼ 50 ms bin in the rising part of the burst lightcurve, from -0.048 s to 0.016 s, thus avoiding the saturated part. From these dependencies we conclude that the 'soft' location accuracy is affected by high event rates, probably caused by hidden systematic errors, e.g. the standard dead-time correction may not be valid for soft & bright events.
The accuracy of the GBM localizations for (the hard) Gamma-Ray Bursts (GRBs) is reported by Connaughton et al. (2012, in preparation) . They find that the systematic location errors for GRBs are best described by two contributions, one with 2.8
• error with 70% weight and one with 8.4
• error with 30% weight.
Temporal Analysis

T 90 and T 50 durations
The SGR J1550 − 5418 burst temporal analysis was performed in a similar manner as the one described by Lin et al. (2011) . The durations, expressed as T 90 and T 50 1 , were determined both in photon and in count space. The durations in count space were calculated by applying an algorithm adapted for the analysis of GBM TTE data, which was originally developed by Kouveliotou et al. (1993) and later modified by Gögüş et al. (2001) and Gavriil et al. (2004) . Thanks to a new on-ground build data type of the GBM data, the so-called CTTE data type, it was possible to determine the T 90 , T 50 -durations in photon space using the GBM RMFIT (4.0rc01) software 2 , similar to what was done in the case of GBM GRBs (Paciesas et al. 2012 ). The CTTE 1 T 90 (T 50 ) is the duration during which the backgroundsubtracted cumulative counts increase from 5% (25%) to 95% (75%) of the total counts (Kouveliotou et al. 1993 ). data type is derived from TTE data by rebinning the 128 TTE energy bins into 8 energy bins, with the same boundaries as the CTIME data. The CTTE data type allows to generate finer time bins, compared to 64 ms bin width of the CTIME data during burst mode, which are necessary especially for temporal analysis of short bursts from SGRs. In our case the individual burst data were rebinned to 4 ms, 8 ms or 16 ms bins depending on the intensity of the burst. The burst durations T 90 (T 50 ) were computed in the 8 − 200 keV energy range.
Since the bursts presented here are relatively weak, we applied the count rate algorithm twice to each burst in order to account for systematics. In some cases the deviations were large, most probably depending on small differences in the background selection. Durations calculated in photon space have smaller systematic uncertainties. Due to this fact, only the results obtained in photon space are presented here. Figure 5 shows the distribution of T 90 and T 50 durations for 30 bursts, out of the 37 bursts listed in Table 1 . The mean value of ∼ 170 ms of the lognormal fit to the T 90 distribution is comparable to the bulk of magnetar bursts and entirely consistent with the average duration of 174 ± 10 ms of the bursts during the most active episode from the source (2009 January) reported by van der Horst et al. (2012) . No general trends or differences in the burst durations of the two active periods was observed.
Timing Analysis
In 2008 October SGR J1550 − 5418 emitted 19 bursts in the course of ∼ 10 hours. Out of these bursts, 15 events were emitted within only ∼ 10 min. Similarly to Kaneko et al. (2010) , we looked for periodic modulations in the source persistent emission using the TTE data stream of NaI 1, which was the detector with the smallest source angle towards SGR J1550 − 5418. For the analysis we corrected the TTE data to the solar system barycenter, binned the data with a time resolution of 16 ms (8 − 100 keV), and selected the time interval [T 0 − 25; T 0 + 160] s, which roughly corresponds to the interval from burst #1 to #9 (see Table 1 ). We performed all timing analyses twice, with the SGR bursts and without them (we carefully removed the burst intervals from the light curve).
We used several different timing techniques, including a Lomb-Scargle periodogram (Scargle 1982; Horne & Baliunas 1986; Press & Rybciki 1989) , Period04 3 (Lenz & Breger 2005), a code specifically designed to extract multiple periodic signals in astronomical time series through simultaneous least squares fitting. We also used a multiharmonic "analysis of variance" periodogram (mhAoV) of Schwarzenberg-Czerny (1996) , and the method introduced by Vaughan (2005) . After correcting for the number of trials, no significant frequency was found in either of the data sets.
An intriguing finding was in the burst arrival times, namely the time separation between bursts. Starting from the first event, 8 out of 16 bursts occur with a time separation in multiples of 10±0.5 s. It is established observationally that SGR bursts occur randomly distributed in rotational phase (Mereghetti 2008). We performed a simple Monte Carlo simulation to test the significance of this result. Our simulations showed that the observed burst interval corresponds to a single-trial probability of P = 6.1 × 10 −5 , i.e., a significance of ∼ 4σ. It is hard to accurately quantify a number of trials a posteriori. Considering the fact that there are various SGR/AXP sources, with several multiple prolific bursting episodes, the probability will be in general smaller. Since the January emission was heavily concentrated in a 24 hour period with a very large amount of bursts, we have not performed a detailed search for the 10 s period during this epoch. Only future observations will reveal whether this periodicity is indeed real and related specifically to SGR J1550 − 5418, or simply an observational artifact.
Spectral Analysis
We fit all bursts in Table 1 with the following models, which are known to best approximate SGR spectra: a simple power law function (PL), a power law function with an exponential highenergy cutoff (Compt), a blackbody (BB) and an optically thin thermal bremsstrahlung (OTTB) spectrum and a combined BB+BB model. We used the RMFIT (4.0rc01) spectral analysis software developed for the GBM data analysis. Table 2 lists the parameters of all single models (with the exception of the PL model) for both activity periods.
Combining all our fit results we find that the 3 http://www.univie.ac.at/tops/Period04/ 2008 October burst spectra are best fit with a single BB model. This is corroborated by the fact, that the brightest burst observed during that period (burst # 20 of Table 1 ) as well as a stacked spectrum derived from all bursts observed during the TTE data period of the bn081003.377 trigger (Burst #1 to #10 of Table 1 ) are best fit by the BB model as compared to fits with the OTTB and PL models. The BB and OTTB fits to the stacked spectrum are shown in Figure 6 . We note that the residuals of the OTTB-fit show a systematic wiggle, causing a ∆C-stat between the two models of ∼ 165. The same deviations were observed for burst #20, this time with a ∆C-stat of ∼ 40. A fit with the Compt-model yields in both cases a C-stat comparable to the value obtained for the BB fit, but the Compt model has one degree-offreedom (DOF) less. For most of the bursts during the 2008 October period the ∆C-stat for the BB model was > 6 with the exception of some weak bursts, which were also well fit by an OTTB or PL model. A fit with a normal function to the distribution of single BB temperature kT yields a mean value of 12.4 ± 0.2 keV (width, 0.9 ± 0.1 keV). The preference for a single BB model as best fit model was also reported by Israel et al. (2010) for bursts observed during 2008 October with Swift-BAT in the 15 − 100 keV energy range. These bursts are all well described by a single BB function with temperatures ∼ 10 keV. We also tried to fit the 2008 October bursts, even though they are faint, with the combined two BB functions, since Lin et al. (2012) reported that broadband (0.5 -200 keV)Swift-XRT/GBM spectral fits are showing, on average, that the burst spectra are better described with the two BB functions than with the Comptonized model. As was expected, these fits were not able to constrain simultaneously the parameters of both BB components, even when fixing the ratio of the fluence in the two BB components, so that the hot component has twice the flux of the cold component, which is the mean ratio with relatively modest scatter that is found in Lin et al. (2012) .
In contrast, the bursts from the 2009 March -April period are best fit in almost all cases by an OTTB-model. In order to investigate whether this difference is connected with the burst brightness difference between the two periods, we selected a burst with comparable brightness from Table 1 ). The results of the BB, OTTB and Comp model fits for burst #25 are listed in Table 2 , showing indeed that the OTTB is the preferred model, with an improvement in C-stat of > 30. The BB and OTTB spectral fits are shown in Figure 7 . Finally, the spectral analysis of the bursts with comparable flux values (∼ 50 ph/cm 2 /s) and fluences (∼ 13 × 10 −8 erg/cm 2 ), yielded significant differences of ∆C-stat > 30 for the best-fit models, leading us to the conclusion that this difference in spectral shape is intrinsic, and probably caused by a change in the burst emission process during the two periods.
We would like to point out that the Compt and BB+BB models fit the burst spectra of this activity period equally well, with the exception of some events where fit parameters remained unconstrained. Using the successful BB+BB fit results we obtain a mean value for the cool BB temperatures of 5.1 ± 0.1 keV (width, 0.6 ± 0.1 keV), and for the hot BB temperatures of 14.7 ± 0.2 keV (width 0.9 ± 0.1 keV). Only in the case of the second brightest burst #31, the best fit model was the Compt-model, with a ∆C-stat of ∼ 40, compared to an OTTB fit, the BB+BB model in this case did fit equally well. This result is not conclusive, since the spectral slope of bright bursts could be affected by pulse pile-up effects as already pointed out in van der Horst et al. (2012) . The spectral analysis of the brightest burst #24 was performed by excluding the saturated parts; nevertheless, none of the models, including the combined ones, provided a reasonable fit. Most probably the whole emission period was affected by pulse pile-up and saturation effects.
To identify the model that best describes the SGR J1550 − 5418 burst data, we performed simulations similar to van der Horst et al. (2012) with RMFIT (4.0rc01). We selected the two bursts with similar brightness from the October and March -April periods, burst #20 and #25, respectively. For each detector and each event a set of 10000 synthetic spectra were created. The background counts of these spectra are estimated from the real data, whereas the source counts are computed from the function which was used to fit the real data, folded with the detector response matrix (DRM). Poissonian noise was added to the sum of the source and background counts. During the fit process a synthetic background spectrum, with added Poisson fluctuations to each energy channel, was subtracted from the synthetic burst spectrum.
For burst #20 a set of 10000 synthetic spectra were created with the OTTB function and its best parameters from the fit to the real data were used as null hypothesis. The 10000 spectra were then fit with both the OTTB and a single BB function. The distribution of the difference in Cstat (∆C-stat) was then compared to the ∆C-stat obtained from the real burst data, which is ∆C-stat OT T B−BB = 42. There is not a single synthetic burst which exceeds this difference. In fact, the highest ∆C-stat max = 6.3. Subsequently, we conclude that statistical fluctuations cannot account for the difference in the statistic between OTTB and BB. Therefore, the null hypothesis is rejected (P < 10 −4 ) and we conclude that the BB function is the preferred model for this emission epoch.
The same line of reasoning was applied to the 2009 March event. However, contrary to the burst above, this time the BB was taken as the null hypothesis, i.e., 10000 synthetic spectra were created using the BB model and its best fit parameters from the real data as input model. For burst #25 we observe ∆C-stat BB−OT T B = 36 in the real data. However, the maximum value of the simulated C-stat distribution is 10. Similarly to what is observed above, we conclude that statistical fluctuations cannot account for the difference in C-stat and therefore we find the OTTB function to be the preferred model for this event.
Discussion
Our main new finding in this work is that the observed GBM spectrum of the bursts in the energy range 8−200 keV has changed from being BBlike in the 2008 October active period to a broader, steeper OTTB-like form with less curvature during the 2009 March activity episode (see Table 2 ). In particular, the photon index below the peak, λ that is defined through dN/dE ∝ E λ has changed from λ ∼ 1 during 2008 October to λ ∼ −1 during 2009 March . In this context, it is interesting to note that during the most active bursting period of SGR J1550 − 5418, in 2009 January , the GBM burst spectra were typically not well fit by a single BB spectrum, but were instead equally well fit by an OTTB, Comptonized or BB+BB spectrum (van der Horst et al. 2012) . When including also Swift/XRT data in the spectral fit of those 2009 January bursts for which these were available, however, a BB+BB spectrum is usually preferred (Lin et al. 2012) in which the cool BB component has a factor of ∼ 2 or so smaller fluence than the hot BB component (interestingly enough, when fit to a Comptonized spectrum, the implied values of λ typically ranged between ∼ −1 and ∼ 0). The 2008 October are bursts best fit by a BB component of temperature ∼ 11 − 14 keV and effective area ∼ 0.2 − 2 km 2 , which are similar to the hot BB component found for the 2009 January bursts. It is possible that a cool BB com-ponent could potentially still be present in the 2008 October bursts. If we assume a cool BB to hot BB flux ratio similar to that of the 2009 January bursts, then in order to avoid clear detection in the GBM spectra presented here the cool BB temperature typically needs to be below a few keV, which would correspond to an effective area of 10 3 km 2 . In this scenario both the hot and cold BB components in the 2008 October bursts would be near the cool end of the corresponding components from the BB+BB spectral fits for the 2009 January bursts.
The differences between the spectroscopy of the bursts studied here and for the bursts in 2009 January clearly indicates evolutionary patterns on the timescale of a few months or so. This behaviour might arise, for example, from a change in the details of the energy release or containment between different episodes. The rather small effective areas we obtain for the BB spectrum (∼ 0.2 − 2 km 2 ) imply a small emission region, which is therefore probably close to the NS surface. Such a proximity to the surface would therefore tend to result in a relatively high effective opacity, due to large plasma densities. The opacity is mainly controlled by the scattering cross section of the ordinary or O-mode photons being near the Thomson value. O-mode photons are those where the photon electric field vector lies in the plane defined by their momenta k and the local magnetic field. Photons in the extra-ordinary polarization mode (or E-mode, where the photon electric field vector is normal to the local k-B plane), experience a dramatically reduced scattering cross section that is suppressed because the photon energy is typically far below the cyclotron energy (e.g., Herold 1979) . These E-mode photons contribute little to the overall opacity, which being high, results in a local quasi-thermodynamic equilibrium (i.e., LTE) that should drive the spectrum towards a BB or BB+BB form.
Radiative transfer effects in a strong magnetic field (B ≫ B QED ) can cause a deviation from a pure BB spectrum (e.g., see Ulmer 1994; Lyubarsky et al. 2002) due to the increase in E-mode opacity with photon energy, that enables lower energy (E-mode) photons to escape from a larger depth within the emission region, where the temperature (that is established by the O-mode photons) is higher, thus resulting in a softer than thermal spectral slope below the peak, where dN/dE ∝ E λ with λ ∼ 0. Somewhat harder low-energy spectral slopes might still be possible, e.g., due to resonant ion cyclotron absorption, which should be sensitive to the local value of the magnetic field. In order for such an absorption to reach sufficiently high photon energies, a rather high local value of the magnetic field is required in the emission region ( 10 15 G), which for SGR J1550 − 5418 is in excess of the surface dipole magnetic field strength (of ∼ 2.2 × 10 14 G) inferred from its PṖ . Thus, this naturally suggests higher multipoles (e.g., Thompson, Lyutikov, & Kulkarni 2002) . A strong local magnetic field from quadrupole and higher multipole configurations could effectively confine the hot emitting plasma to relatively small closed magnetic flux tubes near the stellar surface. This is consistent with the small effective areas inferred from our spectroscopic analysis.
4 Thus, the spectral slope below the peak energy might be related to the local field strength and topology near the magnetic dissipation region that gives rise to the bursting episode. This might potentially be the factor that is common to different bursts within the same active period, but varies between different activity episodes, i.e. field topology evolves significantly on timescales of a month or so. It is also possible that the trigger from the crustal regions may relocate to different colatitudes during this evolution, thereby precipitating a sampling of disparate field topologies within the magnetospheric dissipation zones involved.
The broader OTTB-like spectra of the 2009 March bursts might reflect a Comptonized spectrum from an emitting region with a modest optical depth. As discussed, e.g, in Lin et al. (2011 Lin et al. ( , 2012 (Rybicki & Lightman 1979) , the simplest form of such a model yields λ = 1/2 − 9/4 + 4/y B where
is the mean number of scatterings per photon by the hot electrons, and τ B is the effective optical depth for scattering that in our case is significantly modified by the strong magnetic field (and is thus dubbed the magnetic optical depth). For SGR J1550 − 5418, the inferred peak energies for the 2009 March bursts, typically E peak ∼ 30 − 45 keV, suggest 4kT e /(m e c 2 ) ∼ 0.23 − 0.35, which would imply λ ∼ −0.8 and ∼ −0.95 for τ B ∼ 5 and ∼ 10, respectively.
5 Thus such modest values of τ B would result in y B ≫ 1 so that λ approaches the value of −1, approximately coinciding with the lower energies of the inferred OTTB-like spectrum of the 2009 March bursts. Much larger optical depths would result in saturated Comptonization or true thermalization, and a spectrum closer to a BB, though still generally different from a BB as mentioned above. Moreover, the 2009 March bursts are equally well fit by a BB+BB spectrum, so that in principal it is possible that the underlying spectrum during all the three bursting periods discussed above (2008 October , 2009 January and 2009 are in fact BB+BB or multi-blackbody, which was discussed in detail in van der Horst et al. (2012) .
Different bursts within the same activity period may exhibit a relationship between the spectrum and the timing of the bursts. A given active period might be triggered by the yielding of the crust to magnetic stresses at a particular location on the NS. The magnetic field structure in that region could affect the details of the energy release and confinement of the hot plasma that is produced, and thereby influence the resulting spectrum of the bursts. If the emitting region is small and near the surface then it might be obscured during certain rotational phases (since the burst duration is smaller than the rotational period), hence resulting in a non-uniform distribution of bursts with the rotational phase, as was found by Lin et al. (2012) . If the bursts indeed span a reasonable range of rotational phases, then it is likely that they sample substantially different viewing angles with respect to the well-localized emission region. This would then suggest that the viewing angle is not the dominant factor in determining the overall spectral shape. 
